AGENDA

COFFEE 09.30 - 10.00

Meeting starts at 10.00

1. Apologies 10.00

2. Minute of previous meeting

3. Matters arising

4. Farewell to COALA members and introduce new members

5. Language Assistants’ Programme: how to redress the balance – Toria Fraser and Tim Simons

6. Introduction to UCMLS (University Council for Modern Languages Scotland) – Mary Fischer

7. Effective practice in the Senior Phase – general discussion

8. Opportunities offered by British Council Scotland – Rosanne Hirst

9. Comfort Break 11.25

10. Supporting the 1+2 Agenda
    - Cultural Organisations
    - Renfrewshire: progress so far – Louise Dunn and Janice Neilson
    - SCILT update – Fhiona Fisher

11. Introduction to SEET (Scottish European Educational Trust) - Sophie Buxton

12. AOB

Lunch 13.05

Local Authority issues 13:45
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